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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider here ordinary second order linear differential equations of the 
form 
(PWY’(“)) + dX)Y(X) = 0, a<x<co, (1.1) 
where p is positive and locally absolutely continuous on [a, a), and Q is 
measurable and locally Lebesgue integrable on [a, co). 
The study of the various stability properties associated with solutions of 
(1.1) originated in the fundamental memoir [34] of the Russian mathematician 
Lyapunov. Since that time this area has been extensively (perhaps even 
exhaustively) investigated; surveys dealing with various aspects of the problem 
may be found in [5; 7, Part 3; 81. In particular, a multitude of conditions on p 
and 4 are available to ensure that one or more of the following situations hold: 
(I) All solutions of (1.1) are bounded. 
(II) All solutions of (1.1) tend to zero at cc. 
(III) For some r, 0 < r < ou, all solutions of (1.1) lie in L+[u, co). 
Examples of criteria guaranteeing (I) can be found in the above surveys, 
as well as in [4, 14, 25, 38, 391, while criteria for (II) may be found in [9, 10, 
16, 24, 35, 36, 42, 441. For Y  = 2, problem (III) corresponds to the well-known 
limit-circle property (see [I 1, p. 225]), and examples and further references 
can be found in [26, 27, 151. A criterion for the general case in which r need 
not equal 2 has been given in [24, Corollary 2.21. 
One can also seek conditions on p and 4 that guarantee that conditions opposite 
to (I), (II) or (III) hold: 
(IV) All non-trivial solutions of (1.1) are unbounded. 
(V) No non-trivial solution of (1.1) tends to zero at co. 
(VI) For some r, 0 < r < 00, no non-trivial solution of (1.1) lies in 
L’[a, co). 
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Of these, problem (VI) has been quite thoroughly investigated for r = 2 
(see [2, 20, 281 and the references contained therein). This problem has some 
physical interest, as it is equivalent to having the point zero in the continuous 
spectrum of the differential operator associated with (1.1) and a homogeneous 
boundary condition at x = a. With the exception of the paper [41] of Sears, 
little seems to be known about problem (VI) when r # 2. Some results for 
problem (V) may be found in [14]. 
Even if one considers only the papers quoted above, it is clear that a variety 
of different methods have been employed to obtain these conditions. Many 
of the results require intermediate, or direct, use of energy (Lyapunov) functions; 
others use oscillation properties, or employ one or more of the variants of the 
Priifer transformation. A common method in problems (I) and (II) (see for 
example [lo, 24, 32, 42, 441) is t o make use of the oscillation of solutions y 
of (1.1) to study the behaviour of the energy function 
(1.2) 
where B and 4 are suitably chosen in terms of p and 4. In problem (III) results 
have been obtained by means ‘of transformations of dependent and independent 
variables [19, 261, by using asymptotic formulae for the solutions [43, p. 1251 
and by other means [IS, 291. 
In [20, 27, 281 it was shown that for r = 2, problems (III) and (VI) can 
be given a more or less unified treatment by using certain very general bounds 
for the energy function (1.2). Our objective here is to attempt a similar program 
for probiems (I), (II), (IV) and (V). In addition, some new conditions will 
be given for (III) in the general case where r need not equal two. 
The upper bound that we will use is due to Kuptsov [30], who used an estimate 
given by Gorbunov [I71 for a system of first order equations. Kuptsov showed 
in [31) that many of the simpler resuhs of type (I) and (II) can be derived 
directly from this bound by a suitable specialization of the arbitrary functions 
contained therein. A similar approach was later used independently by Dolan 
and Klaasen in [14]. The main problem with the method (as is noted in [29]) 
is that it is rather difficult to use, as the bound is quite complicated. One of 
the advantages is that the estimates obtained are often precise [20, 27, 331. 
Although the lower bound that we use is implicit in the work of Kuptsov 
it first seems to have been used in [20, 271 independently (see also [14] for a 
simpler case). In section 4 we will see that a similar approach to that used in 
[27] gives results of type (IV) and (V). 
The method of using energy functions has also been used extensively on 
non-linear equations; a partial survey of this area may be found in [49]. Although 
this aspect will not be pursued in detail here, it is instructive to consider the 
non-linear equation 
M-4 4a’ + 464 44 = IQ) +w, a<x<co, (1.3) 
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This equation is satisfied by the function z(x) = (U’(X) + G(x))~/~ whenever 
u and XJ are two independent solutions of (1 .I) with p(u’o - uw’) = f  I. In 
section 5 we show that by estimating 
fw = PWp(4 z’(x) + y(x) Z(X)>’ + C’(x) z’(x) + p’(x) P(x) z-‘(x) 
above, one can obtain upper and lower bounds for x. These bounds are then 
used to derive conditions for (I), (II) or (III) (valid for certain classes ofp and 4) 
that are both necessary and sufficient. 
2. ESTIMATES FOR THE SOLUTIONS 
Let 0 > 0, C$ > 0, and y  be arbitrary real-valued locally absolutely con- 
tinuous functions defined on [a, co). For any real-valued solution y  of (1.1) 
define 
E(x) = P(4 I44 Y’W + Y(X) Y(X)}” + P(x) YY-9 (2-l) 
Although the estimates that we require have been derived previously [20, 
27, 301, an outline of the proof is included here for the sake of completeness. 
We first differentiate (2.1) with respect to X, divide the resulting equation 
by E(x) # 0, and rearrange to obtain 
E'w-w~-l = 44 $ + 2q4 h + C(x) v2 (2.2) 
where 5 = (epy' + ‘yy) E-lj2, 7 = +yE-l12, $ + 12 = 1, and, for x > a, 
A=2[;+&] 
B = ; [-q + ; ($)’ - -j ($)’ + ($)‘I 
c+p] 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Now, for each x > a, the quadratic form on the right of (2.2) is bounded 
above and below respectively by the largest and smallest eigenvalues of the 
matrix 
Thus 
where 
[ 
44 w4 
WC) 1 C(x) . 
&n(x) 9 E’(WW-l < b.,(x) (2.6) 
h.f(~>~ L(x) = H&) + C(x)) f @[A(x) - C(x)12 + B’(~)>““. (2.7) 
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We now integrate (2.6) over [a, x]. This becomes, after simplification, 
W exp [ 4 Jaz (A + C)] exp (- ( F112) 
where 
F = [$ - ; - $1” + ; [mq + $ ($)’ _ ; (;)” + (;)‘]” (2.9) 
Finally, from (2.3)-(2.5) we obtain the following estimates for E(x): 
KB(x) 4(x) exp (-I F1j2) ,< E(x) < KB(x) 4(x) exp (lazF’12) (2.10) 
where K = E(a)(0(a)#(~))-~. For later use we note that one can replace the 
functions A and C appearing in the right hand inequality of (2.8) respectively 
by any functions A, and C, satisfying A, > A and C, > C on [a, x]. This 
follows easily from an inspection of the quadratic form in (2.2). Similarly, 
in the left hand inequality (2.8), A and C can be replaced by any functions 
which minorize them on [u, x]. 
As an application of (2.10) consider the case p = 1, q > 0, e2 = q-lJ2, 
4’ = q1/2, and #-I = q’(4q)-l. Then for any solution y  of (l.l), 
Q4 exp (- jz a R ) < P2W + q’(4q)-1y12 + Py2 6 E(a) exp ( Ias R) (2.11) 
where 
R = t 1 q”q-V - s(q’)2 q-V /. (2.12) 
If  q’q-3/2 is bounded, it follows easily from the inequality (a + b)s < 2(us + b2) 
that 
KJq-““(y’>” + F2y2] < q-1’2{Y’ + q’(Jq)-w2 + q1’2y2 
< K2[q-1’2(Y’)2 + q1’2y21 
(2.13) 
for some positive constants Kl , K, . I f  in addition we know that R EL[u, co), 
then from (2.11) and (2.12) we have 
0 < Cl < MX))““(Y(43” + M4F1i”{Y’(x)~2 < c-2 3 (2.14) 
for all x > a. This is very close to a classical result of Wiman [46j which is 
proved (see [23, Theorem 9.5.1, p. 4721) by a Prtifer transformation technique. 
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For a second application, assume that q is positive and locally absolutely 
continuous over [u, oo). In (2.8) set 4 = 1, $ = (p&r, and y = 0. Clearly 
B = C = 0, and A = -@@‘(p&r. We now make use of the remark following 
(2.10), and replace A(x) by A+(x) = max(O, A(x)) in the right hand inequality 
of (2.8), and by --A-(x) = min(O, A(x)) in the left hand inequality. Set g = 
(~4)’ . (p&l. Since (-g), = g- and (-g)- = g, , it follows from (2.8) that 
if E = pq-l( y’)” + y2, then 
JW) exp (-1’ g+) G E(x) < E(4 exp (la’ g-) a 
(2.15) 
The right hand inequality in (2.15) was given by Wong in [48, Theorem 21 
(cf. also, [25, Theorem 2.11). 
Notice that if (pq)’ > 0 or more generally, if g- EL[u, co), then all solutions 
of (1 .l) are bounded on [a, co). 
3. STABILITY RESULTS 
In this section we use (2.8) and (2.10) to investigate stability problems of 
type (I) and (II), assumingp = 1 throughout. We begin with some of the simpler 
possibilities. 
THEOREM 3.1 (Wintner [47]). If there exist constants a and w # 0 such that 
either 
OY 
I am 14’1 <cQ and 4(x) + oJ2 as x-co, (3.2) 
then both y undy’ are bounded on [a, cm) for any solution y of (1.1). 
Proof. If (3.1) is assumed, set B = 1, y = 0, and rj2 = w2. The result 
follows easily from (2.10). If (3.2) is assumed the conclusion follows easily 
from (2.15). 1 
THEOREM 3.2. If q > 0, q” < 0, and q(x) -+ 00 us X-N GD, then y und 
q-ll2y’ tend to zero at co for all solutions y of (1.1). 
505/34/2-3 
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Proof. We use (2.14). It suffices to show that the function R defined by 
(2.12) is in L[u, co). But, as q’q-a/2 is bounded, 
Jaz I 4” I q-3/2 + (312) Jaz w4-5/2 
- -- Ia2 d’q-3’2 + (3/x) Jaz (q’)2p5/2, since q” ( 0, 
= -[q’q-“/“I: = O(1) as x+co. 
Clearly R EL[u, co), as required. 1 
Renzurk. The related result of Atkinson [l, Theorem 31 may also be derived 
from (2.14) by using Lemma 6 on p. 121 of [12]. 
THEOREM 3.3 (Barbuti [3]; cf. Bellman [6j). Let q = f + g + h, where for 
some constants OL and /I, 0 < 201 < f < /3 < 03, 
s a= If” I < =b (3.3) 
g(x) -+ 0 as x --+ co and 
and 
(3.4) 
s mlhI<m. (3.5) a 
Then both y and y’ are bounded on [a, co) for all solutions y of (1.1). 
Remark. The case g = h = 0 was given by Gusarov [18]. 
Proof. We use (2.10) with 0 = 1, d2 = f + g, and y  = - f’(f + g)-‘. 
Note firstly that for all x > a 
IfWI G If ‘WI + ( IaEf # ( = O(1) (3.6) 
as .t - co. Hence, assuming without loss of generality that I g 1 < 01 on [a, a) 
we have 
JaZ (f ‘)2(f + g)-’ G J-z (f ‘)2(f - a)-” 
= [-f ‘(f - a)-‘]; + JaZ f “(f - ix)-1 
= O(1) (3.7) 
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as x + 00 from (3.3) and (3.6). Thus, from (2.9) . 
+ (d/4) .f ’ * (f + g)-” I 
= O(1) 
as x -+ 00 by (3.3)-(3.7). Consequently using (2.10) and noting that 01 < $” d 
ol+/3wehave(y’+yy)‘+y2 = O(1) as x -+ 00. Finally, since y  is bounded, 
(-3”)’ + 4'" = (y’ + yy - ry)’ + Y2 
< 2( y’ + yyy + 2y2y2 + y” 
G (2 + 24)UY’ + WI2 + Y”> 
= O(1) 
as x + co. The result now follows easily. 1 
THEOREM 3.4 (Fedosov and Lidskii [16]). Let q be positiwe and dz&entiable 
on [a, a~), and assume that q’ > olq for some positive non-increasing absolutely 
continuous function a: with 
I 
m 
a(x) dx = 00 (3.8) 
a 
Then q-l/2(x)y’(x) -+ 0 and y(x) ---f 0 for all solutions y of (1.1). 
Proof. Let E, 0 < E < +, be given. We can assume without loss of generality 
that 
0 < a(x) < E (3.9) 
for all x > a. Note also that, as q’q-’ 3 01, log(q(x)/q(a)) > jz 01+ CO as 
x + co. Hence q(x) ---f 00 as x - 00; in particular we can also assume that 
q-‘l”(x) < 16 (3.10) 
for all x > a. We now use (2.10) with 13 = 1, F2 = q, and y  = ar/4. Then, 
as q’q-l - OL 3 0, and Q’ < 0, 
s XF1/2 < + a Jaz 1 q’q-l - 01 1 + Jaz (16q1’2)-1 1 a2 - 401’ 1 
< 4 Jaz q’q-1 - 4{+) - a(a)} + s’ (a2 - jp) by (3.10) 
a 
G O(1) + log(q(Wq(W” - (3 - 4 Irnz a 
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since G’ - $a < -(& - E)OL by (3.9), and 16@ > 1 by (3.10). Thus from 
(2.10) there is a constant C, such that 
W(x) + (l/4) 4xMx))2 + DYE G Q(x) - exp [-(4 - 4 sz a]. 
a 
Finally, as 01 is bounded it is clear that eventually q > (a/4)2; hence if a is 
chosen large enough, 
Mx)Y {Y’WI~ + ~~(4 G C2 * exp [-(t - c) lx a] 
a 
for some constant C, , and all x > u. The Theorem now follows easily from 
(3.8). I 
THEOREM 3.5. Let q be positive and differentiable on [a, CO), and assume that 
on [a, co) 
$+4$0, (3.11) 
where u is positive and twice d@m&zble, and 
s 
am 1 W” 1 q-%-l < co. (3.12) 
Then / y 1 < w on [a, CO). 
Proof. Set 8 = 1, d2 = q, and y  = --w’w-l. From (2.10), (3.11) and (3.12) 
we have 
for all x > a. The result follows. 1 
This last condition is a slight improvement on the corresponding result 
in [la. 
In the next Theorem we again use (2.8) and make use of the remark following 
(2.10). 
THEOREM 3.6. Assume that q is positive, absolutely continuous and non- 
decreasing on [a, co). If there exists a positive function w with w’ non-negative 
and absolutely continuous on [a, CO), 
lit s_up{w(x)}-l Jaz q-lj2 1 w” 1 = X < 00, (3.13) 
and 
(3.14) 
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then for any E > 0 
Mw~Y’(~)~* + [l + Iw’(“4>“Mw1 YW 
< C * (1 + w%W* exp{(p + +A + E - *) w(x)}, (3.15) 
for some constant C and all x > a. In particular, if w(x) -+ 00 as x -+ co and 
2~ + A < 1, then q-l/*(x) y’(x) - 0 and y(x) + 0 as x --f 00 for all solutions y 
of (1.1). 
Proof. To prove (3.15), let E > 0 be given and choose a so that 
and 
I ; q-1/2 1 w” I f (A + c) W(X) (3.16) 
< (P + 44 w(x) (3.17) 
for all x > a. 
In (2.9) set 82 = ewq-1, $2 = em[l + (w’/4ql/2)*], and y/6 = w’/4. Then 
Hence, as w’ 3 0, q’ > 0, 
1 4’4-1 - 2)/B-’ 1 < ; 1 w” 1 q-1’2 + $ 1 w’q’ I q-3’2 
= ; 1 W” 1 q-“2 + ; w’q’q-3!* (3.18) 
Now 
I 
5 
w”q- l/2 = [w’q-l12]z + 4. Jc w’q’q-3!2 
a I n 
Hence for x >, a, 
and 
0 < w’(x) q-1’2(“) d O(1) + (A + 4 w(x), 
s 
z 
a w’q’q- 3’2 < O(1) + 2 JaZ 1 W” I q-l’2 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
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We now apply (2.8), replacing A = 2(8’V + y&l) by (1, = 2(8’F)+ + 2y8-l 
Then, clearly, 
Jw = EWY’W + Y(~)YW + d’(dY’(X) 
< K -$(x) - exp IJa’ (s.e-I),). 
- exp I( I 4’4-1 - 2ye-1 - (ewl)+ 1 + (i/4)1 wyl/* 11 (3.21) 
Now, on [a, m))), 
1’ (ewl), = Jx ;{(e*)‘e-*)+ 
-a a 
= 4 p (w’ - q’q-I)+ s 
< 3(p + +> w(x). 
Thus, on combining (3.18), (3.20), and (3.21) we have 
,< k- . C(x) - exp{(p + $A + l ) W(X)} 
-= K . [l + (1/16){w’(~)}~ {q(x)}-‘1”’ exp{(p f  $A + E + 4) W(X);. 
Hence 
EMW Y’W + (l/4) W’W ~-“‘wY(~)1” + u + (1/16)~w’(s))2{q(~))-11 Y2b9 
< K * [l + (1/4)(w’(x)}*{~(x)}-‘]l/* exp{(p -t- *A + E - 4.) W(X)}. 
The required inequality (3.15) now follows easilv from this last estimate on 
using the estimate 1 w’ 1 q-l/* = O(w) as x --t co, which is a consequence of 
(3.19). 1 
Remarks. 1. The inequality (3.15) is also valid if the condition w’ > 0 
is replaced by w’ < 0. 
2. This result is similar to that of Meir, Willett and Wong in [36]; it 
appears neither to contain, nor be contained in their result. The five Corollaries 
mentioned in [36] are contained in Theorem 3.6. To see this it is sufficient 
to derive Corollary 1 of [36]; the remaining Corollaries then follow as in [36]: 
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COROLLARY 3.7. If  there exists a positive function v, dz#rentiable on [a, oo), 
and such that 
s am [v(x)]-’ dx = co (3.22) 
lim inf VW 20 
x-m vw!71’2(x) 
lim inf q’(x)v(x) > 0 
2-z Q(X) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
then q-li2(x) y’(x) + 0 and y(x) -+ 0 as x 3 co for all solutions y  of (1.1). 
Proof. As in [36], set 
w(x) = 1 + JZ v-1. 
a 
It is shown in [36, p. 501 that as a consequence of (3.23), this w satisfies (3.13) 
with X = 0. To show that (3.14) is also satisfied, with p = 0, note that for some 
01 > 0 4’4-1 - ~-1 > 0. Taking ol = 1 without loss of generality (we can 
rescale v  if necessary) we have (w’ - q’q-I)+ = 0; (3.14) is thus true with 
p = 0. Consequently, from (3.15) 
Mx);-l t Y’bw + [ 1 t- ~v2b9dx)~-11 Y2W 
for any c > 0 and all x >, a. The conclusion of the Corollary now follows 
from (3.22). 1 
THEOREM 3.8. Let q be positive and differentiable on [a, cn). Assume that 
there exists a positive three times d$ferentiable function g with 
4’ = ggw -1 gq - )(g’)‘g-1 > 0 (3.25) 
on [a, CO), and 
lim sup[log{g(x)q(x)}]-l ID $-“($g” + u)+ < 5 < co. (3.26) 
z-m ‘a 
where u = 2g’q + gq’. Then if y  is any real-valued solution of (1. I), 
W2W Y’(x) - W(4 P2(4 yW2 + 4”(x) ~~(4 G K * k(x) q(x))‘+’ (3.27) 
forany~>Oandallx>a.If~<l,forsome~>O 
4” 2 Pi39 (3.28) 
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and g(x) q(x) + CO as x + CO, then all reaZ-waked solutions of (1.1) tend to 
zero at co. 
Proof. In (2.8) set 4 as above, d2 = g, and y = -+g’g-r/z. Clearly 
- 
and 
--Q + we)2 - b/e)2 + (de)’ = e’e-1 + rs-1 
qY+-’ - y&l = #g” + u} 4-2. 
0 (3.29) 
(3.30) 
Let E > 0 be given, and choose a so that 
for all x > a. Note also that from (3.30) 
+y-l - re-l < +j-y*f + u)+ . (3.32) 
(3.31) 
We now replace A in (2.8) by the right hand side of (3.32); using (3.31), (2.8) 
now gives 
from which (3.27) follows. The remaining assertion of the Theorem follows 
easily from (3.27). a 
This last result is similar to, but probably weaker in general than, Theorem 1 
of [lo]. It does however provide an estimate of the rate at which y tends to 
zero at co, which Theorem 1 of [IO] d oes not. The following results are analogous 
to Corollaries 1.1-1.3 of [lo]. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let q be positive and three times differentiable on [a, co). 
Ifq(x)+ooasx+oo, 
l(q-l/2)” 1 = O(1) (3.34) 
as x + a, and 
5 = lim sup(log q(x))-l I2 q-1/2[(q-1/2)“]+ < 00, 
CZ-NO a 
thenfwanyr>Oand6,0<6<1,andallx~a 
(3.35) 
{q(x))-1{Y’(x))2 + r”(x) < c * ~q(4Yc-1+r)‘2 (3.36) 
where (I = &I - 8)-l. If t < 1, then y(x) + 0 and q-l”(x) y’(x) -+ 0 as x -+ co 
for all soZutions y of (1.1). 
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P~ooj. Set g = q-rj2 in Theorem 3.8. Then u = 0. Since I(p-I”)” 1 = O(l), 
it follows from [24], Lemma 2, that 1(q-li2)’ 1 = o(l) as x + 00, and hence 
that+2 a(1 -6)q l/a on some interval [CZ, co) for any 6, 0 < 6 < 1. Thus 
lim vP~&(~)~(~)~l-l Jz 6-‘&? + 4+ z--o a 
< (1 - S)-r 1;; yp[log 4(X)1-l J=’ q-“2[(q-1’2)w]+ 
= (1 - S)-‘6, 
and from (3.27) we have 
(q-'/4~' + &" + ,$!"r < K . q(i+')!'2, (3.37) 
where y = -I&- l/2 ’ ) q lj4. Since l&l/“)’ / = o(l), we must have 1 y 1 = 
O(q114) as x -+ co. Hence 
p/Q!‘)2 + q’Py2 = (q-‘by + ‘yy - ry)’ + q’l”r’ 
< 2(q-1’4y’ + fl)2 -+ 2y2y2 + ql/2y2 
= O(1) * [(q-‘l”y’ + yy)’ + q1’2y2] 
_- O(l) . qK+d/P. 
The estimate (3.36) now follows easily. The remaining assertion follows by 
noting that, as 5 < 1, E and 6 may be chosen so that &([ - 1 + E) < 0. 1 
This result extends Theorem 1 of [24]. Note that if q-1/2[(q-112)“]+ EL[u, oo), 
then an inspection of the proof shows that we can set 5 = E = 0 in (3.361, 
thereby extending Theorem 2 of [42] as well (cf. also [45] for n = 1). 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let q satisfy the same conditions as in Corollary 3.9, except 
that (3.34) and (3.35) are replaced by the following: 
q’ 20; 
((q-a)I ( = O(ql.@-a), 
and 
I(q-a)” 1 := O(q’-“) 
asx+m,forsoma,~<a<1; 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
6 = lim sup(log q(x))-’ IS qa-l[(q-or]+ < Co. 
z-n: a 
(3.41) 
Mw~Y’(xN2 + Y’W G c * Mx)Y (3.42) 
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where P = i[(l - S)-l + (1 - a)(~ - 1). I f  5 < 2(1 - a) then y(x) + 0 and 
q-l/*(x) y’(x) ---f 0 us x -+ co for all solutions y  of (1.1). 
proof. Set g = q-“, 4 < 01 < 1, in Theorem 3.8. Then U+ = 0. It follows 
from (3.39) and (3.40) that 4’ > (1 - 6) ql+ on some interval [u, co) for any 6, 
0 < S < 1. Then 
li: s_uPhmMw’ [‘d-Ytg” + 4+ 
< $(I - S)-l(1 - cd)-’ li~_s_up(log q(x))-1 Jax q-lj2[(q-l/2r]+ 
= $((I - S)-i(1 - (x-1. 
The estimate (3.42) now follows by using (3.27) with 5 = J&l - S)-l(1 - OL)--1, 
and arguing as in the proof of Corollary (3.9). The final assertion follows by 
choosing E and 6 so that /3 < 0. 1 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let q be as in Corollary 3.10, except that in (3.39, (3.40) 
weassumeO<ar<$. Thenforanyc>OandS,O<6<1,andallx>a 
(3.42) is satisfied with /3 = (45 + 1 - 2a)(l - 8)-l + (C - I)(1 - a). If 5 < 2%~ 
then Y(X) -+ 0 and q-l/z(x)y’(x) -+ 0 as x + CO for all solutions y  of (1.1). 
proof. Set g = q-*, 0 < 01 < $ , in Theorem 3.8. As before we have 4’ > 
(1 - 6) ql-& on some interval [a, co). Also, u = (1 - 2~) q’q-m = u+ , since 
0 < 01 < & . Hence 
(1% &w laZ Pi+ = (1 - 2a)[l - (log q(a))(log q(x))-11 < 1 - 2LY (3.43) 
since we may take q(a) > 1 without loss of generality. Then 
< (1 - S)-I(1 - a)-’ lit s_up(log q(x))-’ Jz q-1/“{$(q-1’2); + u+). 
cl 
< (1 - S)--l(l - a)-’ [it 1 1 - 2011. 
The proof is now easily completed by the method of Corollary 2.10. 1 
4. CRITERIA FOR CONDITIONS (IV) AND (V) 
We consider condition (IV) first. Here, it is convenient to utilize the technique 
used in [27] to investigate condition (VI). Clearly, by the left hand inequality 
(2.10) equation (1.1) can have no non-trivial solutions that are bounded on 
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[a, co) if there exist functions 4, 0, and y  such that each of the following condi- 
tions are satisfied: 
(A) 4 and y  are bounded on [a, co); 
(B) pBy’ is bounded on [a, co) whenever y  is a bounded real-valued 
solution of (1.1); 
(C) 194 exp(-J,ZFlp) . is unbounded on [a, co), where F is given by (2.9). 
Thus we need criteria giving sufficient conditions on p and 4 for (B) to hold. 
Unfortunately, unlike in [27] where the corresponding condition was well 
documented, there seem to be few criteria available for (B). In this respect 
the following Lemma is of interest: 
LEMM.~ 4.1. (B) holds if there exists a function 8 on [a, cc) satisfying at 
least one of the following conditions: 
(i) q EL[u, 00) and fI is bounded on [a, co); 
(ii) pe’ is bounded, locally absolutely continuous and of bounded variation 
on [u, CD), and Bq EL[u, CD); 
(iii) 0 is locally absolutely continuous on [a, co), 8’ < 0, q > 0, and 
WPd’l-k EL[U, m). 
Proof. (i) From (l.l), (py’)’ = --my. A n integration over [a, X] followed 
by multiplication by e(x) gives 
The result now follows easily. 
(ii) From (l.l), B( py’)’ = -0qy. We now integrate over [a, x], and 
then integrate the left hand side of the resulting equation by parts twice. This 
gives 
n(x)p(x)y~(x) -= o(i) + y(x) . P(~)sJ(~) - J’ (per)’ . y - Jz eq . J 
a n 
Once again, the assumptions ensure that the right hand side is bounded, and 
the result follows. 
(iii) Multiply (1.1) by p&y’, and integrate over [u, x]. 
\” 8” . (py’)’ * py’ = - \” (0pq) * (yy’). 
-n -a 
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Next, integrate each side by parts, and rearrange as follows: 
rPwwY’c41” = 00) - ~2wPmzw2(~) 
+ J’ (PY’)*P2)’ + sz (e2Pq)’ - Y2 a a 
G o(1) + Jz [mm+ - ~2 a 
as 8’ < 0. Since [(B2pQ)‘]+ is in L[a, co) the result follows easily. 1 
As an example of the foregoing method we have 
THEOREM 4.2. Let p = I, and let q be positive and twice dz@rentiable on 
[a, co). Assume also that q is bounded and q-l is unbounded on [a, co) 
/(q-1/2)’ / = O(1) as x+00, (4.1) 
q-1/4(q-1/4)” E L[a, co), (4.2) 
and for some fl, t ,< B < 2 , 
q8 E L[u, co). (4.3) 
Then all non-trivial solutions of (1.1) are unbounded on [a, co). 
Proof. First note that by (4.1) and (4.2) it follows immediately from (2.14) 
that q-1/2(y’)2 + q112y2 > C > 0 on [a, co). Hence multiplying by q2S-(s/2) > 0, 
we have 
(qm)*(y’)* + qO’B-‘y2 > cq-’ (4.4) 
where ar=B--1, and l =H3-4413). S ince E > 0, and 2p - 1 3 0, the 
result follows easily from (4.4) if we can verify that condition (B) holds with 
e = 4”. We use part (ii) of Lemma 4.1. Clearly 
I 8’ I = I aq’qa-1 I = I 2a(q-W)’ . q~+w ) = O(1) 
by (4.1) since 01+ + > 0 and q(x) = O(1) as x -+ co. Also 
Jaz 1 8” 1 = Jaz 1 arq”q-l - + - i)(q’)2q=-2 1 
< s 
az 1 a 1 q=+l’* 1 q”q-3’2 - (5/4)(q’)Bq-6’2 1 
-1 laZ l(944) - a2 I w2p3 - 4” 
= O(1) 
by (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3). Finally, @q EL[u, CD) by (4.3). 1 
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Remarks. 1. It is not hard to see that the conditions of the Theorem 
are satisfied when q(x) = xc, -2 < c < -413. This compares unfavourably 
with results obtained by asymptotic methods; for example, using [12, Theo- 
rem 13, p. 1201 gives -2 < c < 0. The requirement that c be less than -4/3 
may be traced to our present need to use Lemma 4.1. 
2. It follows from [22, p. 6461 that whenever 4 is bounded above (and 
p = 1) and all solutions of (1.1) are unbounded, that zero is in the essential 
spectrum of the differential operator associated with (1.1) and a homogeneous 
boundary condition at a. This situation occurs for example in Theorem 4.2. 
The conditions in the next Theorem are not unlike those in Theorem 3.8, 
with g = q-l/2: 
THEOREM 4.3. Set p = 1 and assume that q is positive and three times 
dz&rentiable on [a, CD). If q is bounded and q-1 is unbounded on [a, co), 
$6” = *(q-v)” + qw - i[(q-l/2)‘]” ql/Z > 0, (4.5) 
l(q-“2)’ 1 = O(1) as x-co, (4.6) 
l(q-l/2)” [ = O(q1”) as x+co, (4.7) 
+-2[(q-1/2r]- EL[a, ax), (4.8) 
q6 E L[a, a), (4.9) 
then (1 .l) has no non-trivial solutions that are bounded on [a, m). 
Proof. We use the left hand inequality in (2.8) setting 82 = q-1/2, 4 as 
above, and y = --4(q-lj2)’ q1j4. Note that 
and 
-q + (#y - (y/e)2 + (y/e)’ = 8’8-1 + ye-1 = 0 (4.10) 
F+-1 - ye-1 = a(q-wy 4-2 2 -p[(q-v)rrr]- . (4.11) 
Thus in (2.8) we can replace C by the right hand side of (4.1 l), and obtain 
w + WIT + $2~2 3 c > 0 (4.12) 
for some constant c. Since [ y 1 = O(q1/4) by (4.6), and +2 = O(q112) by (4.7), 
it follows from (4.12) that q-1Q’)2 + q112y2 > c, > 0. The remainder of the 
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proof now follows that of Theorem 4.2. We need only check that (4”)” E L[u, co). 
But 
by (4.6), (4.7), and (4.9). 1 
Note that the conditions of the Theorem are satisfied by q(x) = xc, -2 < 
c < 4). 
Finally, we consider problem (V) briefly. Once again, there are only a few 
results available. This may be due in part to the fact that whenever CJ is increasing 
and unbounded, it is known [2 1, 37,401 that (1.1) must have at least one solution 
that tends to zero as x tends to cc. Dolan and Klaasen proved in [ 14, Theorem 31 
that if 
CL - - 2 EL[U, 00) 
P !J 
(4.13) 
where p > 0 and CL’ < 0 on [a, co) then there are two possibilities. Either 
(1.1) is oscillatory, in which case (1.1) has no non-trivial solutions tending 
to zero at co, or (1.1) is non-oscillatory and the same conclusion holds provided 
that 
(4.14) 
for some b > a. The proof in [14] employed the left hand inequality (2.10) 
with y = 4 = 1. In an analogous fashion we have 
THEOREM 4.4. If 
(4.15) 
where p > 0, p’ < 0, and y is bounded, then 
(i) no non-triwial sohtion of ( 1.1) tends to zero at w if ( 1.1) is oscillatory, and 
(ii) no non-trivial solution of (1.1) tends to zero at w if (1.1) is non-oscillatory 
and (4.14) holds. 
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Proof. We use the left hand inequality in (2.10) with $ = 1 and 0 = p-1. 
Clearly, using (4.15) we have 
= O(1) - log /J, as p’ < 0. 
Thus, from (2.10), y2 -/- (pp-ly’ + ~y)~ > C > 0 for some constant C. Since 
y  is bounded this implies that y2 + (p~-ly’)~ > C, > 0. The remainder of 
the proof now follows that of [14, Theorem 31. 1 
A slightly different condition for (V) may be obtained by using the method 
of Theorem 3.8, with g = 4-l. 
THEOREM 4.5. If p = 1 and q is positive and three times d@erentiable on 
[a, oo), then equation (1.1) will have no non-triviul solutions tending to zero at 00 
provided that it is oscillatory, 
and 
4’ = &(q-1)” + 1 - &q[(q-I)‘]2 > 0, (4.16) 
l(P)” I = O(l) as x+co, (4.17) 
I 4(4-Y I = O(1) as x+00, (4.18) 
+-2[Hq-1Y + q(q-‘Yl- EL[a, a). (4.19) 
If (1 .l) is non-oscillatory, the same conclusion holds provided that in addition 
to (4.16)-(4.18) we have 
qlp $L[a, co). (4.20) 
Proof. In (2.8) set ti2 = q-1, 4 as in (4.16), and y  = -+ql/‘(q-l)‘. From 
(3.29) and (3.30) with g = q-l, 
and 
-q + (+p)2 - (yp)2 + (yp)’ = e’e-1 + ye-l = 0, 
Clearly 
4’4-1 _ ye-l = ;{gq-ly + q(q-1)y 4-z. 
++-l - ye--l 2 -gf-*[*(q-y + q(q-l)‘]- . (4.21) 
In (2.8) we replace C by the right hand side of (4.21); this gives, using (4.19) 
(By’ + ~y)~ + $‘y2 > C > 0. Since 4 and y  are bounded, we conclude that 
q-1(y’)2 + y2 > C, > 0 for some constant C, . The proof may now be com- 
pleted using the method of Theorem 3 of [14] once again. 1 
As an application, observe that the conditions of the Theorem are satisfied 
when q(x) = xc, -2 < c < 0. 
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5. JOINT BOUNDS ON INDEPENDENT SOLUTIONS 
Let u and e, denote two linearly independent real-valued solutions of (1 .l) 
on [a, co) with p(uo’ - U’W) = 1, and define 
z(x) = [u’(x) + w’(x)]‘l’ (5.1) 
for x > a. Then it is well-known, and easily confirmed, that the function z 
satisfies the non-linear differential equation (1.3) on [a, co). We now adapt 
the method of section 2 to find estimates for z. Define 
H(x) = [e(x) p(x) z’(x) + y(x) +)I” + b”(x) z’(x) + @(4 P”(x) z-“(X) 
for all x > a. Then 
H’(x) = 2(&m’ + p)(e’p2 - eq2 + ep2-3 + y2’ + y’z) 
+ 2~9 + 22dp + 2(ep)(epy 2-2 - 2(epy 232’ 
= 2(ep2f + y2)(ep2’)(e’e-1 + r(ep)-l) 
+ 2(w + y2xy2xele-l + y(em 
- 2(ep2’ + y2)(y28’e-l + y22(ep)-1) 
+ ww + Y~(Y’Z - e74 
+ 2(ep2’ + y2)(p2(ep)-l) - 2y+*(ep)-l - 2y+yep)-l 22 
-f- 2~f+-yp~*) + z(ep)yep)-yep)* 2-2 
+ r(pe)-l( pfv z-2 
= 2pe-1 + y(ep)-1](ep2’ + y2)* 
+ 2[++-1 - +p3-1 - eqp+ +(epy - +-yep)-l](epd + YZ)+) 
+ 2[f+-1 - r(pe)-l] w + 2w)w-1 + ~(pe)-li(pe)* ~2. (5.3) 
I f  we set 5 = (epz’ + ~2) H-l/*, 77 = +H-1122, 5 = ptlH-112z-1, and 
D = m2ww1 + Y(P~ (5.4) 
then (5.3) becomes, after division throughout by H. 
H’(x) H-l(x) = A(x) 52 -!- 2W &I + C(x) 72 + D(x) 52 (5.5) 
where A, B, C, and D are given respectively by (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) and (5.4). 
As before we note that for each x > a the quadratic form on the right hand 
side of (5.5) is bounded above and below respectively by the largest and smallest 
eigenvalues of the matrix 
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At each value of X, this matrix has eigenvalues h&v), h,(x) (given by (2.7)), 
and D(X). In the sequel, we will assume always that 
n <A,. 
Under this assumption, it follows from (5.5) that 
fW < H(a) exp [* Jz (A + C)] exp (Jaz pj2), 
I7 
(5.7) 
and hence that 
(5.8) 
for x 3 a, where K = H(a)(O(a) $(a)}-‘. Finally, as H > Qx2 + (~0)” z-2 
we have for x >, a, 
K-1p2(x)8(x)($(x)}-1 exp (- JaZ P2) 
< z’(x) < K@){~(x)}-l exp ( sZ Pa) 
a V-9) 
As usual, in (5.7) one can replace A and C by functions that majorize them 
on [a, x], and satisfy (5.6). Th is h owever could substantially alter (5.9). 
6. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE JOINT BOUNDS 
Throughout this section we assume that p = 1. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let g be positiwe and three times d@mntiable on [a, co), 
and set u = 2g’q + gq’. If q is positive, 
and 
4” = 4g” + gq - i(d)” g-l I=- 0, (6-l) 
then 
+-2(g’o + 24) EL[a, 00) (6.2) 
c-lg’qx){$qx)>-’ < z”(x) < c - gl/2(x){$(x)}-1 (6.3) 
for som positive constant C and all x > a, where z is given by (5.1). 
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Proof. We use (5.9) with I$ as above, 82 = g, and y  = -$g’g-l”. From 
(3.30), A = B = 0, and (70-l = --y&l. Hence 
D = 0 < 2(8’k1 + #+-I)+ 
= (0’0-1 + +j-l) + I ~4-1 + 07-1 I 
= (e’e-1 + ~‘4-1) + 1 f+-l - re-l 1 = AM . 
Thus (5.6) is satisfied; (5.9) and (6.2) then give (6.3). 1 
COROLLARY 6.2. If, for some positive constants C, and C, the function 4 
defined in (6.1) satisfies C,gq < 4” < C,gq, and (6.2) holds, then all solutions 
of (1.1) are in L’[a, oo), r > 0, if and only if q-‘14 eL[a, CO). 
Proof. Clearly, from (6.3) and (5.1) 
c-lq-l/4 < (u’ + v2)V < cq+ 
where u and v  are independent solutions of (1.1). Since for I > 0 
Kl(I u IT + I v  I’) < (24” + v*p* < K,(I 24 IT + I v  I’) (6.4) 
the result follows easily. 1 
Corollary 2.2 of [24] may be obtained by setting g = q-l12, and noting that 
whenever I(q-I/*)” I = O(1) as x --f co, j(q-l”)’ 1 = o(1) as x + 00 by Lemma 2 
of [24]. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let # be positive and twice dzfferentiable on [a, co), and assume 
that 
(6.5) 
Then for x > a, 
c-lip(x) < z’(x) < qqx). (6.6) 
In particular, all solutions of (1 .l) are bounded (respectively approach zero at 00) 
if and only if 4 is bounded (respectively approaches zero at CO). Also, all solutions 
of (1 .I) are in Lr[a, co), Y  > 0, if and only if tj EL’[~, CO). 
Proof. In (5.9) set 0 = #2, + = 1, and y&l = -I,Y#-~. Then D = 21,Y9-l 
and &(A + C) = B’B-1 = 2#‘1,k-~ = D; hence D < A,, and we can apply 
(5.9) and (6.5) to obtain (6.6). The remaining assertions follow easily. 1 
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This result generalizes one of the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
square-integrable solutions given in [26] (Theorem 1) to the case where r 
need not equal two. We also have, 
COROLLARY 6.4 (cf. [39, Theorem 11). Ij 4 > 0 and 
then all solutions of (1.1) are bounded if and only if q(x) >, m > 0 for some 
constant m. 
Proof. Set # = q-II4 in the previous Theorem. 1 
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